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Certain accessories are bound to enhance the overall personality of a woman â€“ a nice and trendy
handbag is indeed one of them. A nice looking handbag is must in every woman's wardrobe;
particularly for those women who like to go out and attend parties. It is not just useful because it
helps a woman to carry various necessary things but also add the glamour that every woman
wishes for. It is also a wrong perception that handbags can only be used for night outs or for night
activities; they are now widely being used for day activities. However, a cool outfit with matching
handbag definitely makes a woman look excessively glamorous and stylish. This article is about two
most important accessories, bags and shoes, and how to match them up.
History of bags: the first form of bags surfaced as coin purses in 13th and 14th century. Initially, they
were made of a thick material. As they gain popularity, they became essential for an elegant outfit
and important occasion. There were even handbags with the shape of animals and fruits.
18th century was the watershed for evening bags and thereon they witnessed a drastic evolution.
Those bags laid the foundation of latest handbags. A normal size bag can hold various things like
makeup stuff, credit cards, keys and many other things. A great bag certainly enhances the
personality and status of a bearer.
There is a perception that heaps of cash have to be consumed to buy a good bag, which is true to
an extent. Price of famous designer bag starts from 2000 dollars and exceeds 40,000 dollars. A
trendy designer bag with designer shoes is indeed a fashion delicacy for woman.
Shoes: good shoes are also an essential to increase the grace of woman's ensemble. Gone are the
days when women would think that they can get away with the expense on new pair of shoe. Since
the advent of electronic media, fashion has penetrated deeply into the life of a common man.
Frequent display of new vogues has greatly influenced the mindset of a common man. However,
few things are indispensable to remember to make shoe purchase a good deal.
Do not hesitate to take a creative license
You do not essentially need to follow the trends set by fashion magazines and journals. If you have
got that fashion knack; creativity will certainly leads you to something larger than life. There is no
guarantee that new trend will suit you as it suits to other people. Therefore, be plucky and gutsy. For
instance, if you need party shoes; going to a designer store and picking up the most expensive and
flashiest shoe is not the only option left. If you know what you want; little bit modification with a
regular shoe can turn it into a sparkling shoe perfect for party. A normal shoe can be adorned with
jewels and other things to make it look like a flashy shoe.
To be precise, if you have made right choice about shoes and bags; it will definitely make you look
stand out from the rest.
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18th century was the watershed for a evening bags and thereon they witnessed a drastic evolution.
You need a party shoes; going to a designer store and picking up the most expensive and flashiest
shoe is not the only option left.
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